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Swedenborg Open Learning Centre (SOLCe) 

Preamble

The Swedenborg Open Learning Centre [SOLCe] aims to promote spiritual education and spiritual growth, with emphasis on the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg and the training of those who are committed to work towards this aim.

The advertised roles of Leader of Studies and Spiritual Centre Leader replace the traditional college Principal role.  One post-holder could be appointed for these roles full time. Alternatively more than one person working part-time might be an advantage.  The boundary between these roles is negotiable.  Ordination is neither a bar nor an essential requirement.  The successful candidate(s) will continue to lead the educational thinking of the centre.  This is conceived to be knowledge-based, experiential and practical learning aimed at spiritual understanding and personal spiritual growth. SOLCe takes a broad view of what is meant by the New Church; one that is beyond that of any organisation. Whilst continuing to train students for ordination by the General Conference of the New Church, it has a vision of doing so within the context of a spiritual centre that reaches out to spiritual seekers. SOLCe is thus wishing to work towards using a more psycho-spiritual language which is seen to be less of a barrier for people these days than is the terminology used by the traditional church.   

SOLCe is located in a large detached house on Radcliffe New Rd, North Manchester. There is an established library, a bright reception area and a multipurpose meeting room on the ground floor, with a kitchen-diner and bedrooms/study areas upstairs.


				JOB DESCRIPTION 
		 SPIRITUAL CENTRE LEADER ROLE


The Centre Leader’s focus is person-, group- and community-centred i.e. facilitating spiritual understanding and reflection within the context of individual, group and community needs of centre attenders

	To lead the beginning and development of a SOLCe spiritual centre aimed at facilitating spiritual learning in the context of for example counselling, social encounter, evening and day groups, workshops, creative projects, uptake of display leaflets, borrowing of library books, and pastoral care. This experience of attenders is conceived as of equal educative importance as the role of SOLCe with students 

To be proactive in promoting the functions of SOLCe to enquirers, visitors to the building, those attending the spiritual centre, students and prospective students, and the general public 
	To explore tried and tested practices in other spiritual/religious/voluntary movements and to introduce them as appropriate 
	To build contacts in the local community and network with other spiritual centres
	To be responsible for marketing SOLCe including web site management using the services of the SOLCe Administrator and volunteers such as a webmaster as appropriate
	To co-opt members of an Education Committee (along with the Leader of Studies if a separate person is appointed to that role) facilitating its assistance with the all aspects of education provided by SOLCe 
To liaise closely with the SOLCe Administrator and Leader of Studies (if a separate person is appointed to that role) and also with the SOLCe webmaster, activity leaders, workshop leaders, invited speakers, counsellors	

Common to each role [Leader of Studies and Spiritual Centre Leader] 
To be accountable to the SOLCe Council of governors (who have ultimate responsibility for the charity) for all work done on its behalf  
To help create effective working relationships with colleagues, staff, attenders and students within the ambit of SOLCe
To report to the SOLCe Council and act as a member of its Emergency Committee 
To attend Meetings of the Education Committee and the Annual Meeting
To receive individual support and guidance from a member of the Council
To maintain and update professional expertise
	To establish what other educational experiences there are in Swedenborgian movements world-wide, and to forge connections with them
	To work with the Council in planning for the continuing development of SOLCe. It is envisaged that the facilities required, the type of building needed and its location will follow from growing experience of its current activities
In addition to the duties above, the post-holder(s) may be required to perform other duties from time to time, but these will take account of time available and ability 


This job description is a guide to the major areas and duties for which the post-holder is accountable. However, it is inevitable that the work of SOLCe will develop as the result of outside influences and the post-holder's own input, and this will necessarily result in changes to his/her own responsibilities. This job description should therefore be seen as a guide and not as an outline that is permanent, definitive and exhaustive.










			  	  PERSON SPECIFICATION 
			     FOR SPIRITUAL CENTRE LEADER

The essential qualities for the role
	A basic knowledge and a strong interest in developing understanding of Swedenborgian concepts  
	A wide knowledge of spiritual thought and approaches to personal growth 

An interest in using personal and psycho-spiritual rather than traditional church language to communicate spiritual ideas. 
An interest in relating Swedenborg's ideas to personal & social issues 
An interest in communicating the personal relevance of Swedenborgian ideas with individuals attending the spiritual centre  
	An ability to relate easily on a personal footing with people from a variety of backgrounds
	An ability to gain respect for personal integrity and as an interpersonal role model

	A willingness to explore the vision of SOLCe as a means of nurturing interest in a spiritual education and a spiritual pathway of love and wisdom				
	A desire to support new ways of coming together to connect in spirit and to share a spiritual pathway 

Energy for networking 
An ability to organise and delegate  
	Availability for evening and weekend events.  
 
The following are the desirable qualities for the role

	A good understanding of Swedenborgian concepts

Ordination  

It is inevitable that the work of SOLCe will develop as the result of the post-holder's own personality and experience.  This person specification should therefore be seen as a guide. 


